Mobility is happening

As the modern workforce becomes increasingly mobile, up to 90% of corporate data will flow between mobile devices and the cloud by 2018. 2 You don’t want the confidential data on your company’s devices to fall into the wrong hands. How can a smart business strike a balance between trusting employees and trusting their devices? The answer is in the very building blocks of a device’s security – the hardware.

Create balance through trusted hardware

Silicon一颗星 in the device’s security is software features. While these can be an extra layer of protection. Even better, biometric logins identification provides an extra layer of password can be cracked, but dual-factor protection.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

A lost or stolen device in the wrong hands is very dangerous. Typical passwords and basic security features are not enough to prevent hackers from accessing your data.

HARDWARE ENCRYPTION

This allows the storage of your device to be encrypted with a native solution and protected against attempts to access device storage from the device’s storage components.

VIRTUALISATION-BASED SECURITY (VBS)

VBS combines software with hardware to create a heavily restricted, specialised subsystem for storing and transferring critical data — keeping it protected should a device be compromised.

CENTRAL MANAGEMENT

Simplify deployment and key recovery, provide centralised compliance monitoring and reporting and reduce costs associated with supporting and managing devices.

SECURITY COMPLIANCE

Ensure that the device you select meets the highest standards for security compliance as rated by third-party boards.

INSTALLATION BASED SECURITY (IPS)

IPS protects each device with a unique, tamper-proof, specialised adapter for every device and, by seeing all device access. — keeping it protected should a device be compromised.

INSIDER THREATS

Employees can misuse their devices to transfer corporate data to external locations, share malware via email, or use them to control the device’s functions from afar.

DEVICE ATTACKS

Employees can misuse their devices to transfer corporate data to external locations, share malware via email, or use them to control the device’s functions from afar.
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DEVICE ATTACKS

Employees can misuse their devices to transfer corporate data to external locations, share malware via email, or use them to control the device’s functions from afar.

Focus on a few security risks that threaten your organisation:

Here are a few security risks that threaten your organisation:

- System glitches or human error. 4 An attack by a malicious insider or criminal is 22% costlier than a system glitch or human error.
- Malicious criminal attacks. 5 An attack by a malicious insider or criminal is 22% costlier than a system glitch or human error.
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- Malicious criminal attacks. 5 An attack by a malicious insider or criminal is 22% costlier than a system glue...